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from 1" to 11 ". The machine is capable of automatically deburring
every shape cannula, from ordinary
straight ones to curved and specialty
shapes.

an ultrasonic cleaning operation,
which is the last step before packaging, providing a logical production
flow. The machine uses a turntable
concept, with part entry and exit on
the same side, so that only one operator is needed.
Abrasive blasting is still used to
eliminate burrs, but larger 0.062"
blast nozzles were selected to prevent clogging of ultra-fine glass bead
blasting media. Initial tests indicated
that burrs could be effectively removed with a pressure-blast system
at pressures as low as 35 psi. An
aerating media regulator was added
to assure smooth, dependable media
flow.
"We needed to be able to position
the strip of cannulas precisely to hit
the tiny burrs at the heel while avoiding the finely ground point and
edges," says MacMillan. "We did
this by locating the two blast nozzles
with a micromanipulator. This device positions the nozzles in all three
planes to within 0.001 '', and provides nozzle angle adjustment to
0.01 °. Masking is not required when
you can hit the parts with pinpoint
accuracy."

How It Works
Parts are manually loaded into a
guide, point side down, and automatically fed into the machine on a
miniature urethane conveyor belt.
Once inside the blast chamber, parts
are automatically transferred to a
serpentine pinch belt/rotary drum

mechanism, which firmly suspends
the strip of cannulas, exposing the
downward facing cannula points. The
workpieces pass over two upward
facing blast nozzles which remove
the burrs inside the heel of the ground
cannula. Just one pass removes all
burrs.
The parts are then transferred to a
second miniature conveyor belt, and
just before exiting, pass through a
blow-off chamber to assure they are
free of glass bead particles and dust.
The blast machine handles a wide
variety of cannulas, ranging from
12-gauge to 27-gauge. Lengths vary

Results
The new system now produces an
astonishing amount of parts- up to
162,000 per shift of smaller size
cannulas. In fact, the dleburring machine now sits idle for several hours
because the other machines cannot
keep pace.
The equipment is easy to maintain
and reliable. The first machine was
installed over 2 1/2 years ago. Other
than scheduled maintenance, it has
not had any downtime.
The manufacturer has realized an
extremely fast pay-back. By removing the deburring bottleneck, the
needlemaker has been able to expand production while cutting overtime.

